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The AutoCAD application
consists of two main
components, the drawing (or
drawing) application and the
database. The drawing
application enables the user to
create 2D and 3D drawings of
mechanical engineering, civil
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engineering, architecture,
landscaping, and industrial
designs. The database is an
electronic version of the paper-
based, blueprint format
drawings used by engineers
and architects for drawings,
schematics, bill of materials,
and other documentation.
When AutoCAD is installed,
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it initially uses the standard
Windows desktop. It may be
placed in the tray or taskbar
area to allow you to start and
stop the software without
having to reboot your
computer. In addition to the
desktop, AutoCAD also
provides a 2D ribbon toolbar
that contains various buttons
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and commands used by the
user. A 3D drawing in
AutoCAD is organized as a
set of frames, with each frame
being a model. Frames are
linked to one another in a
hierarchical manner, with one
frame being a member of
another frame. The links
between frames can be
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disconnected. The models in
the drawing are created by
sketching the geometry in the
drawing. The frames and the
3D models are then linked
together to form a drawing or
a model. The linked models in
a drawing are known as
entities, while entities are also
used to link the drawings to
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their respective database files.
The AutoCAD drawing
application has a flat design
style, which means that the
user interface is a single-level
hierarchical structure. In the
standard version, this single-
level hierarchical structure is
centered on the application
window. In the standard
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version of AutoCAD, when
the user selects a command or
control on the drawing
window (e.g., the dropdown
menu), an associated menu
pops up. These popups can be
disabled, and are most often
turned off. For example, the
zoom, pan, and zoom to
center functionality can be
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accessed through the menu,
which includes the "View"
menu and the "Zoom" menu.
For the size and placement of
the drawing window, the user
can also select "View" and the
"Size" menu. In addition, for
the size and placement of the
drawing window, the user can
also select "View" and the
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"Size" menu. In a similar
manner, other application
controls can be accessed
through the menus. However,
not all menu commands have
the option to disable them.
The AutoCAD application
provides additional user
interface functionality through
controls that allow the user
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Extension programs
AutoCAD and its various
extensions (extensions for
Autodesk Apps or Autodesk
Exchange apps) are available
for purchase. AutoCAD can
be used on any operating
system that supports the
Windows API. Extensions
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typically include editing
functionality. AutoCAD can
be used to create a letter, then
have someone else sign the
letter with a software tool.
The resulting document can
then be sent to a bank for
verification. This
functionality is sometimes
referred to as a business
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process automation tool. It is
common for editors to use a
separate app, like
ModelSmith, to create a 3D
model, and then use a second
app, like Avogadro, to create
a document that integrates the
model with AutoCAD.
Extensions such as
EDIFACT, CATIA, BIM 360,
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and SKETCHUP are used for
exchanging data between
CAD programs. These
products are distributed as
Autodesk Exchange Apps.
The BIM 360 is a business
intelligence tool that can be
integrated with Autodesk
BIM 360 Office, allowing BI
professionals to import and
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analyze BIM data. AutoCAD
and BIM 360 are compatible
with SKETCHUP, which is
used to create a BIM model
from a 2D drawing. BIM 360
and SKETCHUP share the
same modeling interface. The
BIM 360, CATIA, EDIFACT,
3DVIA, and SKETCHUP are
all Autodesk Exchange Apps.
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Virtual Machine Access
(VMA) is a technology that
allows customers to run a
virtual machine inside their
Windows PC using a process
called hardware virtualization.
This allows customers to run
AutoCAD natively on
VMWare ESX Server or
Microsoft Hyper-V, with
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minimal performance penalty.
AutoCAD supports running
Windows under Linux using
the Virtual Machine Access
feature. AutoCAD natively
supports Windows 7,
Windows 8 and Windows 10.
It is capable of running on all
of these operating systems.
Integration of Autodesk
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products AutoCAD and its
main products are
increasingly interconnected.
In 2012, AECOM, an
engineering, architecture, and
consulting company, was able
to produce a 3D model in
Autodesk ProjectWise that
was then imported into
AutoCAD. AECOM was able
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to leverage the existing 2D
drawings in Autodesk
ProjectWise as a BIM model.
This type of model can be
used to check any
construction site project for
conformance to
specifications, 5b5f913d15
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Choose the option "Activate".
A window will appear. Click
"OK". Then you will see a
new menu "Software" Go to
the menu "System" Open
Autocad and run the file
"CAD-MD-BAP.exe".
Installation is complete
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[UPDATE] .EXE file in
Autodesk 2010.

What's New In AutoCAD?

Drawings from CAD
Software Files: Send a DWG
file, along with a preview of
the changes, to AutoCAD for
immediate review. When
you’re ready, incorporate the
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changes into your drawing or
save them for later. (video:
4:22 min.) Review Drafts on
the Go: Use AutoCAD to
view and edit files remotely.
Before sending a final version
of a drawing, review a draft or
other changes to your drawing
on your mobile device or
desktop computer (previewed
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drawing not supported).
(video: 1:15 min.) Project
Management and Organizing:
Make revisions and track
changes across all aspects of
your project—such as
structure, detail, and
materials. (video: 2:23 min.)
Automate Project Steps:
Invite users to collaborate on
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your drawings. Allow other
users to attach files or
changes and invite their own
changes. (video: 1:14 min.)
Advanced Scratch Pad: Create
geometry, tags, dimensions,
or blocks that can be used as
building blocks for more
complex drawing tasks. Use
the Scratch Pad to create
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easily customizable templates.
(video: 3:10 min.) Simple
Project Sharing: Enable your
collaborators to view and edit
drawings in the same
environment as you do.
Coordinate changes between
users by allowing them to
access, view, and modify
drawings in real time without
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exporting files. (video: 2:30
min.) Multi-Material Design:
Create more detailed and
unique designs by giving an
object different material
properties and attributes.
Every material has a unique
set of properties that you can
select and manipulate to
create rich and realistic
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designs. (video: 2:24 min.)
Collaborate on any Device:
Draft and share changes with
other users on mobile devices
and desktop computers.
Review, annotate, and edit
your designs on the go
without exporting your
drawing or sharing file
ownership. (video: 1:27 min.)
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Enhancements for Detail-
Driven Designers: Use
existing tools and commands
that are optimized for design-
centric tasks. Geometry
editing tools and commands
are now more efficient and
display information in
context. (video: 4:52 min.)
Annotation Editing Tools:
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Edit annotations and text
faster and more efficiently.
Choose from over 140
annotation tools, including
text, arrows, lines, circles, and
polygons. (video
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 10 x64
Processor: Intel i5/i7
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 4000
Additional Notes: This is a
single player game only, no
multiplayer or co-op in this
release. This is the first
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edition of the Year Zero game
with full performance
optimization and visual
changes. Game is currently
running at 30 FPS on average
across the board, but this can
be improved by using the
Performance Settings. The
game currently runs with:
OBB 1.0
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